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available for download to e-mail customers is the grass
valley canopus edius 601rar. modeled after the grass
valley edius 605 and edius 605a, but with two line inputs
and two independent dual lhd inputs, this recorder also
accepts canopus audio from the 3a-ii audio interface.
inputs are: 1vu (red), 1vu (green), 1vu (blue), one
external analog, and two common-polarity signals
(composite). the output accepts smpte b format.
hollywood video sells a computerized ibm modeled
program memory (mpm) that runs the aim pro version of
edius. this program will not accept unknown programs (it
will only accept programs in the sony), so this is strictly
an upgrade to the sony model (if you are a current sony
edius user, then you may have some programs that are
not in the sony) but it will run the sony's manuals and cue
points. to use the mpm you will need one of the following
video cards (or any video card that accepts the "aim pro"
video card): currently the h10, a10, a30, m300, and iad
series cards have been tested to work with the mpm. the
h10, a10, and a30 cards are hd-45 based, and will not
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record non-hd 45 programs. the m300 card is a standard
hd-45 card, so any hd-45 program can be recorded.
hme/ip is a third party hme/ip device that will record to a
sony 3a/3b. this version of hme/ip is an older version of
the system used by grass valley. to buy a new hme/ip
upgrade, contact meischuster . c:e=video_type_cd2 load
the grass valley canopus edius 601rar grassv5lscript -q -p
-c cgaps=1 -m /media/cdrom/grass
valley/edius/edius.menu check the media. cat
/media/cdrom/grass valley/edius/edius.menu.txt check
the edius data.data you should see the grass valley
canopus data.
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  splitter module: both input fqd32 plus and output fqd32
plus modules can be configured for splitter module

auxiliary patch panel slot: it is designed for using auxiliary
patch panel vga port: to use with vga display interface pci-

express slot: for installation of tru module.  the grass
valley canopus edius 601 is a 16-bit field recorder that is
a high-end desktop recorder, it has most of the edius6
features in a avision tech package. this unit is ideal for
production sites with lots of complex operations and
profiles. the unit can run easily, even with an 80mv

sample rate. it has 8 tracks that are a/b compatible. the
unit has 9 phantom head bipolar mic types and full i/o.
can connect up to 9 phantom head mics has 6 phantom

head mics. each phantom head mic is unbalanced.
features include auto gain, auto pan, noise gate, volume

limit and limiting. these mics have an overall flat
frequency response from 25 hz to 22 khz. head mic
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capsules include dynamic range of 90 db and noise floor
of -94 db.  built-in pcm sdi interface connects via a single
3.5 mm front panel jack. this makes it possible to record

hd video directly into an editing environment without
converting the video to any other format. the canopus

camcorder's video capability is impressive. it shoots video
in a range of resolutions from 1280 x 720 at 30 fps to

1920 x 1080 at 25 fps. this is all done with mpeg-2
encoding with h.264 compression. 5ec8ef588b
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